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Christian Pulisic (USA)
Winger

HtNeUSAttDefRaMeSp

212/140334+5+6

Best player for the US Men’s National Team

Plays for AC Milan in Serie A (Italy)

Cheeky nickname:  Captain America

An inspiring presence for the US in National 
Team competitions

Quick and agile with the ball at his feet, but 
his somewhat diminutive size and frame 
leads some lesser skilled CONCACAF teams 
to play a “Hack-a-Shaq” style of game, 
fouling Pulisic often to keep him in check.  
Suffers from a history of soft-tissue injuries.

Special Rules:
Individual, Inspiring, Rallying (1), Iron Resolve, Scorer

Scorer: 18” shooting attack

Robert Lewandwoski
(POL)
Forward

HtNeUSAttDefRaMeSp

211/130343+5+5

Captain of the Poland Men’s National Team

Plays for FC Barcelona in La Liga (Spain)

Leading goal scorer all FIFA games in 2021, 
scoring 69 goals in 55 appearances, including 
holding the record for most goals scored in a 
single season when he played in the 
Bundesliga (Germany).

Special Rules:
Individual, Inspiring, Scorer, Piercing (1)

Scorer: 18” shooting attack
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Allison Becker (BRA)
Goalkeeper

HtNeUSAttDefRaMeSp

211/13045-4+5

Best keeper on the Brazil Men’s National 
Team

Plays for Liverpool in the Premier League 
(England)

Widely considered to be the one of the best 
goalkeepers in the world, particularly in one-
on-one situations against attackers.  

Left his net empty and scored a last-second 
header in 2021 against West Bromwich that 
secured a win and helped Liverpool qualify 
for the EUFA Champions League.

Special Rules:  Individual, Inspiring, Mighty, Duelist, Empty Net

Empty Net: Once per game, Allison can make a single ranged 12” attack that 
hits on a 2+. However, his Def drops to 2 until the start of his next turn.

Spellcaster (1):  Veil of Shadows[1]* (2) 
* Given that Allison automatically comes with the Unique spell Veil of Shadows, this spell Cannot be 

taken by another Spellcaster in the army.

Marc-Andre ter Stegen
Goalkeeper (GER)

HtNeUSAttDefRaMeSp

211/13045-4+6

Keeper on the Germany Men’s National Team

Plays for Barcelona in La Liga (Spain)

Widely considered to be one of the top 5 
goalkeepers in the world, skilled not only at 
guarding the net, but also acting as a 
“sweeper-keeper”, not afraid to come off his 
line to clear a ball away from oncoming 
attackers and distributing the ball to his 
teammates.

Special Rules:  Individual, Inspiring, Mighty, Aura (Rampage +1)

Spellcaster (1):  Hex (2)
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Virgil Van Dijk (NED)
Defender

HtNeUSAttDefRaMeSp

211/13035-4+5

Best Defender on the Netherlands Men’s 
National Team

Plays for Liverpool in the Premier League 
(England)

Widely considered to be one of the best 
defenders in the game today, known for his 
strength, leadership, and aerial ability (i.e.
heading the ball).

Special Rules:
Individual, Very Inspiring, Mighty, Crushing Strength (1), Heading

Spellcaster (1):  Fireball (8)
Heading: Van Dijk is considered height 3 when checking Line of 
Sight for his Fireball.  Additionally, the Fireball spell always hits on a 
4+

Neymar Jr. (BRA)
Forward

HtNeUSAttDefRaMeSp

211/130344+5+5

Player on the Brazil Men’s National Team

Plays for Al Hilal (Saudi Pro League)

Considered at one point to be one of the 
best players in the world, but near the end of 
his career now.  Known not only for his 
scoring ability, but for his overly dramatic 
“flops”, writhing on the ground trying to 
convince the referee to issue a card to the 
player that just fouled him.  Usually results in 
little more than wasting time, allowing those 
around him to catch their breaths and rest.  
On occasion, Neymar has been given a 
yellow card for “simulation”—faking being 
injured in an unsportsmanlike fashion.

Special Rules:
Individual, Inspiring, Scorer, Simulation, Money Talks 

Scorer:  18” shooting attack
Simulation:  Once per game after given an Advance or Halt order, Neymar may enact 
Simulation at the end of the movement phase.  Each friendly unit within 6” (but not 
Neymar himself) removes d3 points of damage (roll separately for each).  Neymar 
automatically becomes disordered, unable to shoot this turn.  In addition, roll a d6.  On 
a roll of 1, Neymar has been given a Yellow Card, and his nerve is reduced to 9/11 to 
reflect that he is now that much closer to being kicked off the field.
Money Talks:  This year, he took lots of money to play against weaker competition.  
Neymar has Me 3+ when attacking a unit with Ra 5+, 6+, or -.
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Erling Haaland (Nor)
Forward

HtNeUSAttDefRaMeSp

211/130343+4+6

Norway Men’s National Team

Plays for Manchester City in the Premier 
League (England)

One of the best pure scorers in the game 
today, setting the single season record for 
most goals in the Premier League last year.  
He has deadly accuracy in one-on-one battles 
with opposing goalkeepers.

Special Rules:
Individual, Inspiring, Scorer, Elite, Duelist, Dread

Scorer: 18” shooting attack

Karim Benzema (FRA)
Forward

HtNeUSAttDefRaMeSp

211/13034-5+5

At one time, the best player for the France 
Men’s National Team

Plays for Al-Ittihad (Saudi Pro League)

2022 Ballon d’Or winner as the best player in 
men’s soccer, scoring 50 total goals in all 
competitions the previous year.  Lead both La 
Liga AND the Champions League in scoring. 
His teams in the past have won La Liga, the 
Champions League, and the UEFA Nation’s 
League.

Special Rules:
Individual, Inspiring, Fancy Footwork, Money Talks

Fancy Footwork:  Benzema can move On the Double and still 
make a ranged attack
Money Talks:  This year, he took lots of money to play against 
weaker competition.  Benzema has Me 3+ when attacking a unit 
with Ra 5+, 6+, or -.

Spellcaster (1):  Lightning Bolt (3)
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Christiano Ronaldo 
(Por)
Forward

HtNeUSAttDefRaMeSp

211/130443+5+5

Player for the Portugal Men’s National Team

Plays for Al Nassr (Saudi Pro League)

One of the best pure scorers, with deadly 
accuracy on free kicks and at long range.  
Always a candidate for the Ballon  d’Or (best 
“futbol” player in FIFA), but at 37, beginning 
to slow down a bit.

Special Rules:
Individual, Inspiring, Prolific Scorer, Money Talks

Prolific Scorer:  24” shooting attack
Money Talks:  This year, he took lots of money to play against 
weaker competition.  Ronaldo has Me 3+ when attacking a unit 
with Ra 5+, 6+, or -.

Lionel Messi (ARG)
Forward

HtNeUSAttDefRaMeSp

2-/130344+4+5

Best player for the Argentina Men’s National 
Team

Plays for Inter Miami in MLS (USA)

One of the best and most agile players in the 
world, with incredible moves with the ball at 
his feet that freezes his defenders in place as 
he runs past.  Always a candidate for the 
Ballon d’Or (best “futbol” player in FIFA), and
led Argentina to victory in the 2022 World 
Cup.

Special Rules:
Individual, Inspiring, Mighty, Scorer, Taking it Easy

Scorer: 18” shooting attack

Taking it Easy: Preferring to end his career playing against easier 
competition, Messi is fearless, not afraid of his current foes.  

Spellcaster (1):  Icy Breath (8)
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Kylian Mbappe (FRA)
Forward

HtNeUSAttDefRaMeSp

211/130444+3+6

Plays for France's Men’s National Team

Plays for Paris-Saint Germain in Ligue 1 
(France)

One of the fastest players in the game today, 
with deadly accuracy.  Nearly single handedly 
led his team to victory in the 2018 World Cup 
in Russia, and has won many awards and 
accolades in his 

Special Rules:
Individual, Very Inspiring, Scorer, Wild Charge (d3)

Scorer: 18” Ranged attack

Luis Suarez (URU)
Forward

HtNeUSAttDefRaMeSp

211/130344+3+5

Played for Uruguay's Men’s National Team

Plays for Gremio in the Campeonato Brasileiro
Serie A (Brazil)

Nickname: El Pistolero

Infamous for 2 incidents on the pitch

• Biting another player on the shoulder

• In the 2010 World Cup, he intentionally 
(and illegally) used his hands to deny a 
goal, earning him a red card.  Ghana then 
missed the ensuing penalty kick, keeping 
the score tied at 1-1, with Uruguay 
eventually winning and advancing in the 
tournament.

Special Rules:
Individual, Inspiring, Scorer, Vicious (melee), DOGSO*, Duelist

Scorer: 18” shooting attack
DOGSO: Once per game at the end of the controlling player’s turn, 
Suarez can inflict an automatic d6 wounds on a single unit within 6”.  No 
Nerve check is taken, and the target unit is now hindered and 
disordered in its next turn.  Suarez is then removed from the game.

* DOGSO: Denial Of a Goal Scoring Opportunity
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